
Donation of 1,000 cherry trees to the city of Okazaki at the opening of the Okazaki Okadaya 
Store
Established of the JUSCO Company Welfare Fund (now known as the Aeon Welfare Fund)
Established Cultural Foundation of Okada
JUSCO Group is renamed Aeon Group, and the Aeon Group 1% Club (now known as the 
Aeon 1% Club) is established
Launched the JUSCO Earth-Friendly Committee
The Aeon 1% Club started the "Small Ambassadors" (now known as "Teenage Ambassadors") 
Program as a part of its international cultural and personnel exchange activities
Launched the Aeon Hometown Forests Program, at Jaya JUSCO Malacca Store (Malaysia) as 
its first store
Established the Aeon Group Environment Foundation (now known as the Aeon Environment 
Foundation)
Started Clean & Green activities
Commenced the Bring Your Own Shopping Bag campaign on a trial basis
Began trial operation of the food tray collection and recycling campaign
Planted trees at JUSCO Shin Hisai Store (now known as Aeon Hisai) – the first store in Japan 
under the Aeon Hometown Forests Program
Started development of organic and other agricultural produce as the Gurinai (now known 
as TOPVALU Gurinai) private label
Formulated the independent Aeon Heart Building Design Standards based on the Heart 
Building Law ( the Barrier Free New Law from December 2006). Opened JUSCO Minamikata 
Store as the first building in Japan certified under the Heart Building Law
Introduced returnable food container and reusable hanger systems
Launched the Environment Committee
Founded the JUSCO Children's Eco Club (now known as the Aeon Cheers Club)
The Aeon Group Environment Foundation conducted the 1st tree planting project to 
revitalize the forests at the Great Wall of China
Launched the My Basket and My Bag campaigns
Started sales of TOPVALU KYOKAN SENGEN products
Commenced development of SELF + SERVICE ecology shops
Acquired ISO 14001 certification across the entire company
Changed company name to Aeon Co., Ltd. and started the Aeon Day
Started the Aeon Happy Yellow Receipt Campaign
Aeon 1% Club starts support for the construction of schools in Cambodia (total of 149 
schools from 2001 to 2003)
Started Aeon Clean Road Activities in partnership with the Volunteer Support Program of 
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
Began use of biomass packaging materials
Formulated the Aeon Supplier Code of Conduct
Formulated the Basic Policy for the Prevention of Global Warming
Announced participation in the Global Compact advocated by the United Nations
Achieved SA8000 certification for TOPVALU supplier management and Aeon headquarters 
operations
Commenced sales of TOPVALU Fair Trade Coffee under the TOPVALU label
Aeon 1% Club starts support for the construction of schools in Nepal (total of 57 schools 
from 2004 to 2005)
First Eco Store, Aeon Chikusa SC, opens
Second Eco Store, Aeon Kashiwa SC, Third Eco Store, Aeon Dainichi SC, opens
Stores and shopping centers acquire chain of custody certification for processing and 
distribution of MSC certified products (MSC-CoC), the first such certification by a general 
merchandiser in Japan
Aeon 1% Club starts support for the construction of schools in Laos (Total of 120 schools 
from 2006 to 2009)
Stop Free Plastic Shopping Bag Program begins with the JUSCO Higashiyamanijou Store
Aeon Co., Ltd. becomes the first company in the general retailing industry to sign an 
agreement on initiatives towards the establishment of a recycling-oriented society with the 
Japanese Ministry of the Environment
Forth Eco Store, Aeon Kagoshima SC, open
Aeon formulates the Aeon Manifesto on the Prevention of Global Warming, becoming the 
first retailer in Japan to name a specific goal for reducing output of CO2

"Aeon Clean Japan" campaign started as an initiative to mark Aeon’s 250th anniversary
Ran a carbon offsetting campaign for the CO2 produced when delivering year-end gifts
Fifth Eco Store, Taki Crystal Town CS, Sixth Eco Store, Aeon Tomakomai SC, Seventh Eco 
Store, Aeon Laketown, Eighth Eco Store, Aeon Hiezu, Eco shopping mall (ninth Eco Store), 
Aeon Mall Kusatsu, opens
Trial sales of "Carbon Footprint" product labeling for nine varieties across seven TOPVALU 
products
Tenth Eco Store, Aeon Tsuchiura SC, opens
Aeon Environmental Foundation establishes Japan Awards for Biodiversity
Participated in Japan Climate Leaders' Partnership as a founding member
Established Aeon Biodiversity Policy
The “Tree planting project to revitalize the forests at the Great Wall of China” by the Aeon 
Environmental Foundation, the number of seedlings planted had reached one million
MIDORI Prize for Biodiversity Established by the Aeon Environmental Foundation
Established the Aeon Sustainability Principle
Eleventh Eco Store, The Aeon Itamikoya Shopping Center, opens
Developed KPI System
Twelfth Eco Store, Aeon Mall Funabashi, opens
Developed Aeon China CSR Principles
Established the Sustainable Management Committee
Started Aeon ECO project
Aeon Mall Yahata higashi, the first store of 'Smart Aeon' was opened. Then, three stores were 
opened as a ‘Smart Aeon’.
Total number of tree planting has exceeded 10 million
On the occasion of 40th anniversary, TOPVALU brand renewed
Formulated the Aeon Sustainable Procurement Principle/Aeon Sustainable Seafood 
Procurement Policy
Started sales of Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) certified products
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Aeon is promoting ‘sustainable management’ that contributes both 
to the development of a sustainable society and to the growth of the 
Aeon Group.

Aeon’ s sustainable management is built on the foundation of 
Aeon’ s basic principle, “pursuing peace, respecting humanity and 
contributing to local communities, always with the customer’ s point 
of view at its core.” Aeon people around the world share the Aeon 
philosophy and are able to respond to global social issues as well as to 
the demands of each particular community.

Considering the four key issues of the Aeon Sustainability Principle 
(formulated March 2011): 1) realization of a low-carbon society, 2) 
conservation of biodiversity, 3) better use of resources, 4) addressing 
social issues, we have set medium-term (through 2016) and long-
term (through 2020) goals for each key issue and instituted a system 
of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to quantitatively measure levels of 
achievement. KPI performance is reported to all stakeholders annually 
in the “Aeon Environment and Social Report” on our website (the 2014 
edition is scheduled to be available in September) 

In fiscal 2013, along with checking the progress of KPI, and 
strengthening links between our CSR activities and our operations 
strategy, we organized new goals, such as “working towards zero waste 
in stores,” “providing products to support our customers’ healthy life,” 
and “providing more fair trade products,” in a “Big Challenge 2020” 
campaign. 

In 2013 we celebrated over 10 million trees planted since 1991. 
Commemorative celebrations in several countries, and publication of a 
booklet outlining the significance of our tree planting activities and our 
Basic Principles, have given us new resolve in our initiatives and for the 
next 10 million trees.

Aeon plans to continue active dialogue with our stakeholders to 
intensify sustainable management and realize a sustainable society.

tuna, though globally, the issue of endangered marine resources is not 
a new one — MSC certification started in the late 1990s. High quality 
and tasty seafood is also indispensible for handing down to future 
generations Japan’s traditional cuisine, which has become a World 
Heritage Item. Aeon is deserving of respect for being a major Japanese 
retailer that has endeavored to offer MSC- and ASC-certified products 
from an early date. However, to protect marine resources, programs are 
necessary that are capable of effecting a transformation of the Japanese 
diet. Walmart has announced that it is switching all of the seafood in 
its stores to MSC-certified products. Above and beyond fresh seafood, 
I hope Aeon considers adopting MSC and ASC products for canned 
goods and for prepared lunches in its convenience stores. At the same 
time, from the perspective of conserving biodiversity, forest resources 
must also be included. Over and above the sale of FSC-certified paper 
products, I am hopeful for FSC-certified lumber to be utilized when 
rolling out new convenience stores. I expect this to be an opportunity 
for Aeon to communicate to consumers the importance of conserving 
biodiversity, while simultaneously ensuring the sustainability of the 
Group’s supply chain.

Supply chain management is, however, thoroughly considered 
throughout the Aeon Group’s four key issues. At present, Aeon Supplier 
Code of Conduct agreements with approximately 900 business partners 
appear to be a driver of growth for more products carrying MSC, ASC, 
FSC, and Fairtrade certifications.

  Ethical consumption is rapidly spreading, specifically among the 
younger demographic. Rather than only selling individual organic, MSC, 
eco-products, etc., is not now the time to present the new framework 
of ethical consumption to consumers? This offers the possible transition 
beyond just food products, and into apparel, such as organic cotton, 
as well as accessories, bags, and other items. From the perspective 
of educating consumers, I would like to encourage Aeon to consider 
providing information on ethical consumption.

With regard to the activity of female employees, the Group has 
announced an ambitious 2020 target that surpasses “Abenomics” with 
a 50% ratio of female managers. However, there are more than a few 
areas in Asia that already have large numbers of female managers. 
When I am shopping, I feel more of an affinity toward stores run by 
women. Furthermore, a society where women are able to work and 
raise children with peace of mind is also a preferable society for men, 
children, and the elderly.

I feel that Aeon’s corporate culture overall is one with lofty 
medium-to long-term goals, and one where promises are fulfilled. At 
the same time, some of the current plans and targets remain abstract 
in areas, and include numerical statements that are difficult to grasp. 
I encourage Aeon to standardize and unify the expressions used in its 
objectives. While carrying out its social duty as a leading Asian retailer, I 
am hopeful that Aeon will aim for further development as a corporation 
by contributing to building a sustainable society.
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Forum Japan, and a Member of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s Environmental Council. Her publications include “Introduction to Socially 
Responsible Investing,” jointly authored (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Inc.), and “CSR: Raising Corporate Value,” jointly authored (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Inc.).

2003 is often referred to in Japan as ‘CSR gannen’ (the first year of CSR).
The Aeon Group was Japan’s first retailer to sign the United Nations 
Global Compact in 2004, while also commencing sales of Fairtrade 
products. Afterwards, Aeon was the first major corporation to acquire 
the SA 8000 human rights certification. Since CSR activities began at 
Japanese corporations, the Group has continued to be a leader in CSR, 
including measures such as continually building a sustainable supply 
chain.

On being requested to write an Independent Review, I began by 
reexamining the Group’s activities overall, which showed me that CSR 
is comprehensively and strategically built into Aeon’s operations, with 
over 10 years of actual implementation backing up their policies. As a 
customer who shops at Aeon stores, I can directly attest to this fact. For 
this Independent Review, I would like to comment on two distinctive 
initiatives from the four key issues that Aeon has announced.

 First, with regard to the “realization of a low-carbon society,” 
Aeon has announced an ambitious goal of reducing energy usage, 
per unit area of floor space in stores, to approximately half of 2010 
levels by 2020. One means of doing so is their acquisition of the energy 
management standard ISO 50001. Looking at Aeon’s results up to fiscal 
2013, the Group is ahead of its own goals, which demonstrates the 
seriousness of their intent. In addition, Aeon’s mall business is actively 
rolling out Eco Stores. Committing to eco-conscious changes at malls 
is a very socially significant action, over and above its significance as an 
action for reducing the environmental impacts of the Group. Given the 
strong draw that malls have on customers, Eco Stores can powerfully 
lead the community in environmentally-friendly actions and can affect 
the consciousness and lifestyles of customers who visit the stores. 
Four malls (Smart Aeon) opened in 2013, and I am interested in seeing 
Aeon’s plans going forward. Does the Group have a target for the 
number of stores it wants to open by 2020? If no store target has been 
set, is there a target floor space ratio for their eco-friendly changes? 
A concrete numerical target is easy for stakeholders to understand 
and should prove to be motivational for activities inside the Group. In 
addition, global warming is at a level that cannot be forestalled by low-
carbon efforts, such that social infrastructure is now being damaged by 
abnormal weather phenomena such as atypical rainfall, tornados, etc. I 
believe that adaptive countermeasures such as strengthening region-
wide disaster prevention will be necessary in order to minimize damage 
from abnormal weather phenomena caused by climate change.

With regard to conservation of biodiversity, so-called social 
contribution programs such as conserving the medaka (Japanese 
killifish) and other scarce species are popular. However, the Aeon 
Group’s initiatives stand out because the Group is proactively 
developing and marketing products that contribute to conserving 
biodiversity, while the Group is actively devoting effort to sustainable 
seafood, a topic beginning to garner attention recently. Focus is 
increasingly turning to catch limits on freshwater eel and Pacific bluefin 
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